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Presentation Notes
The COVID-19 pandemic has altered the way libraries provide services and programming to patrons. When my library officially closed on March 20th, 2020 I had two library programming projects in progress. This presentation will focus on how the SUNY New Paltz’s Sojourner Truth Library creatively altered two of our in-person programs to online formats with emphasis on collaboration and utilizing existing online features.
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The two programs I was in the process of working on were our monthly book displays and a special poetry month poem in your pocket event. I usually curate two books displays a month with help from my colleagues and student employees. I also took over our annual Poem in Your Pocket event from my colleague and had been working and promoting the event since February. Instead of shelving the projects, I worked collaboratively with our student employees and Library Technology staff to alter our monthly books displays and our Poem in Your Pocket celebration to our new virtual environment. 



Do your best.
Think creatively.
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When I decided to try and find a way to do the book displays and poem in your pocket virtually, I told myself two things “1. Do your best. 2. Think creatively.” This is a crazy and stressful time. This is not the time to put too much pressure on myself to run the same level of programming I did in person. This is also not the time to create something completely new. I told myself to work with what I have and to collaborate with my colleagues. I hope that everyone listening right now also reminds themselves to simply do your best and to think creativity.So let’s get into the show and tell portion and share how we adapted the two programs to online. 



Virtual eBook Displays
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First up is our book displays. This one was fairly easy for me to envision virtually. We use SpringShare LibGuides at STL. LibGuides has the ability to create gallery view content boxes which I thought would be great for a virtual book display. Student employees usually help curate physical displays so I enlisted their help with the virtual displays too. I provided them with editor libguide accounts and detailed instructions for selecting and creating a display page in the libguide. Since the library building is closed and we are distance learning, all of the books in our virtual displays are ebooks. 



Virtual Poem in Your Pocket
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Up next is our poem in your pocket. This one was a bit more tricky to do virtually. I had about 40 community authored submitted poems for the event and I did not want them to go uncelebrated. Our library website has a new book feature that resembles a tornado. I was looking at it on one of the first days working from home and thought “hey that would be a cool way to share the pocket poems.” So I emailed our library technology team and just asked if there was a way to create a spinning tornado of poems. My colleague Gary jumps right on board and said send me a poem and I’ll see what I can do. A few hours later he send me a poem tornado and said totally possible, send me the poems when your ready. We usually print poems on the backs of old catalog cards so Gary laid an index card background in the poem. A student employee with a background in design helped me format poems and lay the index card image in the background of each poem. We then send them all to Gary who created this amazing spinning pocket poem tornado that you see on the screen. Gary put a “random poem” generator button and an option to pop out a poem to full screen. The virtual poem in your pocket tornado was shared on our faculty staff listserv and our campuses daily newsletter. It received great reviews and celebrated community authored poems. 



Thank you!
Questions? Comments? 

ogradyc@newpaltz.edu;      845-257-3653
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Thank you so much for listening. Please remember to do your best and be creative as we continue to operate virtually and very slowly move to open our physical doors. Feel free to email or call me to chat further. 
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